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Today Show contributor, AARP Sex and Relationship Ambassador, and best-selling author Pepper

Schwartz has teamed up with Janet Lever (former coauthor of Glamourâ€™s Sex and Health

column) to create a guidebook to the world's sexiest destinations. Along with the detail-rich text on

their top 75 picks, the authors make a solid case for why traveling together is an important factor in

improving &#151; and sustaining &#151; the romance in our lives. This witty, helpful book also

dishes the dirt on how to pick the right destinations, why travel can rekindle sparks, tricks and tips

for passion, and ways to constructively negotiate with your significant other about vacation plans.
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What my passport lacks in stamps my copy of "Perfect Places for Passion" now makes up for in dog

ears. Full of amazing destination ideas & great tips for customizing your adventures, this book is

equal parts playbook & daydream. Now we just need to get enough vacation days to write our own

narrative!!!

A well-researched and rich book for all couples who want to make their next vacation different.As a

member of a couple I am often looking into finding interesting destinations for our next

adventures/vacations. This book will save me hours of google search!And as a couples' counselor I

am always asked for ideas about travel destinations. Depending on the couple's need, people might

look for adventure, excitement, novelty or want to go somewhere intimate, quiet and relaxing. The

book covers this range well.Would be a lovely gift for the New Year ahead.



Have you ever wanted a terrific researcher to go out and plan your next vacation? I have. This is

why I have lots of carefully selected travel books, I don't have time to waste on bad vacations.

Although Frommer's isn't my go to brand (I have nothing against Frommer's, I just prefer Michelin,

Blue Book, and Lonely Planet), this book is so well-researched that I had to buy it. Plus, Frommer's

usually covers all the big cities and sites, this book looks at less well-known places (and this what I

look for in a guide book) and I can't wait to check a few out with my husband!

I'm an avid traveller and foodie. I'm very familiar with many of the locations listed in Places for

Passion. It's not only spot on in where to stay, eat and what to see and do, but I've even discovered

some amazing gems that I didn't know about in my own city (of ten years!). I love this book's ease,

clarity, accuracy, and creativity. This is a must have for any new lovers looking to create some

amazing romantic memories, and fantastic for those who might want to spice things up and

reconnect with the excitement and passion of when your relationship was new and hot, and sizzling!

:)

Truly one of the most useless travel books ever written. It's basically a roundup of expensive hotels

and resorts the retirement-age authors have visited or know about. And the relationship "advice"

couldn't be more trite and obvious.

If you liked Helen FischerÃ¢Â€Â™s TED talk on Ã¢Â€ÂœThe Brain in LoveÃ¢Â€Â•, and are ready to

take your relationship to the next level, get this book. Travel with your partner can amp up dopamine

and oxytocin - both essential for lasting love.This is a travel guide, but also has practical tips on how

to make romance flourish while traveling. Just being in the location isnÃ¢Â€Â™t enough; there are

things you can do to make the trip more romantic. YouÃ¢Â€Â™ll find tips such as choosing a room

that is more luxurious / more beautiful than home, seeking out nature and adrenaline, thoughtful

surprises for your partner, why privacy is crucial (steer clear conventioneers), and ideas for mutual

discovery.What I appreciate most about this book is the attention to detail. Travel planning can be

very time consuming, and this book does the heavy lifting. It answers the question, how and where -

exactly - to have a romantic travel experience. This stuff does not come naturally to most people, so

trust the experts.

We are both avid traveller and this book appears to be written for us. Why travel just to see the



sights when you can combine travel with special intimate time with your sweetie? Pepper Schwartz

has done it again- reminding us of how much fun we can have.

I just finished reading this guide from cover to cover and have to say I was blown away by all the

great suggestions! I never realized there are so many romantic destinations in the world! This book

has given me some great ideas for my next vacation with my girlfriend .
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